SAFC 2018
PLAYER PROFILES

Name: Anthony Biemans
Nickname: Bemo
Jumper Number: 5
Date of Birth: 3/29/1990
Height: 182
Weight: 85

Recruited from:
Port Adelaide Magpies

What is your favourite SANFL/footy memory?
First game

Favourite SANFL player?
Louis Sharrod

Who is the toughest opponent to play on?
Zane Kirkwood

Describe yourself as a footballer in ONE word
Competitive

Which position do you enjoy playing the most?
On ball

What is your biggest interest outside of football?
Fishing

What is your coach’s favourite saying?
"Gotta know the systems"

Who puts together the best/worst playlist in the gym?
Tom Fields

Which teammate is most likely to “forget” his wallet after a meal at Jimmy Deane’s?
Joel Cross

Which teammate takes the longest to get ready before Team Photo night?
Ben Heaslip

Which teammate is in for a big 2018?
Ben Heaslip

Would you rather fight an Alex Aurrichio sized Regg Moyle or 10 Regg Moyle sized Alex Aurrichios?
10 Regg Moyle sized Alex Aurrichios

Anthony is proudly sponsored by Blight’s Electrical

#STRONGERTOGETHER